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I.) To a question; as to relevance; there is within a bi-partite set that of one in-exclusive 'third' alternative and 
exterior 'piece' of which is game-theoretic as a 'stated' element; to which establishes a 'given;' when provided by 
two.

II.) To it's answer in I.) the relation of ordered time of events removably establishes a known; for in that of just 
as one pre-consideration of the alternation of two; presumptively pre-considerate two; 'included' in a third as four 
apart finds the inclusion of a derivative of five; that of which is the resumption later and yet to be established of a 
full fold.

III.) Then; as in the stated question of the piece; as resolved to the self; whom is two; there apart from four; 
these of one; to considerate end; known established, and taken participle of their's in two; yet of three and four; 
explain in one immesureable extension that of life for in question; as to presence and absence a yet established 
completion in a IV.)

IV.) To therefore what 'is' presentable; there in what are of any two; a non-prediction in end; is established as 
then a beginning in it's alternative of there in a 'from' what is excepted of the third in III.) of their's of participance 
in whole and one by in going first; under it's reduction the explanation of difference in then alone what is given of 
any of these.

V.) By in what so is it's remainder; there to a loss of what is expressed; for intention; the difference of yet so 
then as apart; togetherness of two pieces; under relation of pre-emptive activity; curtails that of loss to what is yet 
these once foretaken of steps; to express that II.) is in IV.) by in III.) priorly established of life for death; to which no
one is real.

Therefore; in these V.):

a.) Giving of a step to one of a positioned contrast in division prior multiple of two in five remainder to four is 
one step to which with intention; any five open the guarantee of a stated answer of life for life and completion yet to 
done.

b.) Taking that of what so is a participance in the third yet considered as the second; there is a step before 
priorly the given of a third to three of what is below one; therefrom to it's reduction to two; of what alone remains as 
in then two.

c,) To what is established; the curtailment of a differed notion of four is formed; by then in two relations of 
which expressedly establish no patterned element; nor extreme but of given to three of what is a fourth replacement 
of given.

d.) Establishing then a total end; all remainder of life is salvaged by then in what is three sides meeting under 
which one retractile question knows in total what is special of that of their whole and known terminal end in yet 
three.

e.) To find of what is sought; the claim established; a making in what so is departed to life; that of honesty and 
trust to finding of a key to self is the only known; then of the entry to which remarkedly stands apart from yet any 
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two.

Outcomes:

1.) For then in what is taken; and given; sharing to trusted relationships; yields it's provision to any culture 
and historical basis; the foundation of a life saved for in that of another; of a person in retrospect of non-division of 
them.

2.) To of what is expressed in quality; the provision of what is kept; establishes a known; to which is it's then 
as once established epistimological foundational sense; to a people afar; of what is written and known in one 
position.

3.) For of what is provided; any two of their way and manner produce a completion in yet a foretold of presage 
to which inclusively it is 'we' who so non-co-determinantly under exception validly assume that of freed non-
declaration.

4.) Peace; for then in a contest of attrition; is the knowable entry into it's stated self reserve; of apart what in 
whole is the conditional but non-participant known of an established truth to which for in each so provided end 
each survives.

5.) Excepting that of any three; to a purposeful end; what is reclaimed of a priorly given held truth; the manner 
of a symbolic return addresses each work; to then in it's intial step that of all sides of mutual or contractual 
obligation.

Side relation (principle):

Under the principle of provision to end; one reclaimed position for in deflection of a way to manner of injective 
status of relation of a domain self addresses yet it's consideration of what so aside is taken of difference; yet of 
inclusion of any two for then in one following and one in leading; the known for in one is of a past orientation; and 
that of five then as alone an exception to the declaration of a difference in yet it's remainder; which by reduction is 
spared of their's for then in what so exceptably includes the manner of a majority; to then alone consider of what is 
freed of safety to all.
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